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The qSnap Addon for
Chrome is a lightweight
but very powerful tool
designed to help you
capture any image or web
page area on-the-fly and to
share it with your friends.
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Key Features: • Create as
many images or web pages
as you like. • Capture any
web page by pressing the
Capture button from the
Address Bar. • Capture the
entire page or just a
selected area. • Save each
page directly to the
clipboard or email it to
your friends. • Use the
Editor tab to crop, blur,
insert arrows, rectangles,
text, and make it more
expressive. • Use any key
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shortcut to capture
multiple pages. • Insert
explanations or text labels
and easily find all the
objects you've marked. •
Share any image you have
saved on your clipboard. •
The add-on provides
multiple different interface
styles to make your life
even easier. • qSnap
allows you to save all the
images at the same time
and quickly open them up.
• It can load images from
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your computer in order to
make custom edits. • The
add-on works smoothly on
all major browsers and
platforms (Chrome, Safari,
Firefox, Edge, and Opera).
System Requirements: •
Chrome Browser. •
Windows system. • 2 GB
RAM and 2 GHz CPU. •
qSnap works great on
mobile devices too. If you
want to grab a web page
snapshot, qSnap for
Chrome is the tool for you.
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The free add-on allows you
to save pages and images,
share them with your
friends and create multiple
snapshots for one page.
The tool is lightweight and
easy to use. This browser
extension not only saves
and shares web pages but
also crops, blur and add
effects to make your
images more interesting.
You can even provide
explanations and
annotations for all the
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elements inside the pages.
What makes this tool so
powerful is the number of
functions that allow you to
personalize your creations.
The program can save
multiple web pages
simultaneously. All the
images can be shared to
the clipboard or sent as
attachments. If you open
the saved files in a
separate tab, you can
quickly access all the
changes that you've made.
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If you need a tool to make
screenshots, this is one of
the best choices. qSnap for
Chrome is a great
alternative for Google's
own tool. It allows you to
save snapshots and easily
share them with your
friends via email. The addon also has the ability to
give a name to the images
that you have captured
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➤ Save Web Page
ImageSnap a web page
area or the whole file as an
image in just a couple of
steps. The image is ready
to print, save or share with
friends. ➤ Create Links You
can save web pages as
images, share them as
links or create bookmarks,
share them as zip files, and
more. ➤ Edit, Crop and
Enhance Images The
photos you edit in the
editor can be cropped and
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customized to create your
best capture. ➤ Share Your
Photos The Editor tab
allows you to crop, crop,
crop and crop! Easily edit,
edit, edit, edit your photos
to create a stunning photo
in just seconds! ➤ Mouse
Scroll Wheel Control As
soon as you install this
extension, your mouse
wheel will magically turn
into a scrolling system that
lets you zoom, scroll, and
scroll your way through
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images. ➤ Quickly Snap
Web Page Snap a web
page, instantly and easily
with just a single click of
the mouse. ➤
Import/Export/Reset The
Editor saves all your edits
automatically and safely.
The Editor tab also allows
you to save and share your
captures in multiple
formats. ➤ Print Web Page
Snap in with the new “Print
This Image” button, and
even include photos in
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your printouts. ➤ Full
Screen The Editor tab gives
you full access to
fullscreen mode, allowing
you to use your web
browser as a web page
editor. ➤ Quickly Add
Hotkeys Keyboard
shortcuts are a great way
to make your life more
efficient and to save time.
Take advantage of the
plugin and assign hotkeys
for all the actions to gain
more control over your
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day! ➤ Crop Edit the image
in the Editor tab; include
annotation and navigation
tools, plus resize to your
preference with only a few
clicks. ➤ Select Other The
add-on allows you to
choose the area in the
screen you want to
capture. The area you
choose can be linked to an
online address or a text
string. The add-on can
even link to existing, saved
images from your
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computer. ➤ Create
Shadows Create shadows
by moving the cursor
across the edges of the
selection. ➤ Add Shadows
Move the cursor over the
edges of the object; a
shadow will automatically
be created. ➤ Format the
Text Object Drag over text
and you’ll find that the addon will automatically find
any margins between the
object and text b7e8fdf5c8
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QSnap For Chrome

This is one of the most
popular and powerful tool
that brings some new and
useful features to the
extension. This add-on is
one of the best tools for
grabbing a snapshot of a
web page and sharing it
with other users. The
Snapshot feature has
several options but there is
no need to explore all of
them since most of the
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functions can be accessed
from the Editor tab. There
are images that can be
cropped and edited to your
heart’s content. The tool
will also automatically
resize the images based on
the size of the web page.
You can generate links for
the snapshots and even
share them through email
or IM. This will not only
save a lot of time for you
but it will also save the
space of your hard drive in
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case you have a lot of
them. The add-on is
lightweight, comes with no
advertisements and is
extremely easy to use. You
can capture screenshots of
web pages using the qSnap
for Chrome browser
extension and send them
to your friends or upload
them on sites like Imgur.
qSnap 4.9.0 For Chrome
Description: qSnap is one
of the simplest extensions
that bring about an easy to
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use, free tool that saves
web pages. It has a ton of
useful features and works
very well on all web
browsers. You can use
qSnap to make images
from different web pages
and cut them to your
preference. While cropping
is done by drag and drop,
you can use a keyboard
shortcut to draw a box
around the webpage or
even a circle. The add-on
can even crop images
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based on a number of
pixels. The tool also offers
you a zoom function and
lets you insert text or
images between the
pages. You can adjust the
line thickness and font size
when the first option is
selected. You will love the
features that qSnap
provides since it brings in a
powerful set of
adjustments that make it
perfect for small screen.
The tool is useful for those
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who are interested in web
page screens. Instead of
clicking on each page and
uploading them to different
places, you can save it to
your device in a fraction of
a second. Another great
feature of qSnap is the
ability to share them
through email, IM and
social sites like Facebook
and Twitter. You can even
include images in your
messages. The add-on is
great for a beginner since
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it is very simple to use and
you will get loads of
benefits from it. It works
perfectly on the Chrome
browser, so you
What's New in the QSnap For Chrome?

Save a webpage to image
file with just a few clicks
qSnap is a web page
snapshot tool. It enables
you to save a webpage as
an image to your hard
drive with one click. It
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features a clean interface
with... 22. pChip Decoration Images &
Widget - Business &
Productivity Tools/Office
Suites & Tools... pChip is a
collection of images from
various sources. It can be
used in your commercial
and educational
applications, as a
decorative element on
your web page or as a
wallpaper in your desktop.
It is possible to change the
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size of the image or even
crop it. Even frames can be
created from the image,
with which you can display
images from your web site
or desktop. For each of the
images, statistics (such as
the number of downloads,
average rating and the
date of the last update) are
included in the table. pChip
is a FREE utility from
FileWiki. Get it today!. 23.
pChip - Decoration Images
& Widget - Business &
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Productivity Tools/Office
Suites & Tools... pChip is a
collection of images from
various sources. It can be
used in your commercial
and educational
applications, as a
decorative element on
your web page or as a
wallpaper in your desktop.
It is possible to change the
size of the image or even
crop it. Even frames can be
created from the image,
with which you can display
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images from your web site
or desktop. For each of the
images, statistics (such as
the number of downloads,
average rating and the
date of the last update) are
included in the table. pChip
is a FREE utility from
FileWiki. Get it today!.
Meta Snipper - Business &
Productivity Tools/Project
Management... Meta
Snipper, known as
"DropSnip" by its
developer Maxime, is a
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free web page capture and
editing tool. It has more
features than some
commercial packages and
a better looks and
interface. It is a very good
alternative to the likes of
Thumbor, SnipShot, SnagIt
and other web page
capture and editor tools. It
uses a rich text editor for
the editor tab so it's easy
to customize the text and
layout of the created web
page. Meta Snipper is
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compatible with all web
browsers that support
HTML5 and Javascript. Main
Features: - Create web
page snapshots of web
pages from the browser as
JPG, PNG or GIF files - High
quality images with the
same quality as the
captured pages
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System Requirements:

The following is a list of
minimum requirements for
the game to run: Software:
Minimum System
Requirements - Windows:
OS: Windows 7 SP1,
Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo, AMD Athlon X2 5650+
RAM: 1 GB Graphics: Nvidia
GeForce 8800/AMD Radeon
HD 4850/ATI Radeon
X1300 DirectX: Version
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9.0c Network: Broadband
Internet connection
Storage: 30
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